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TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS 

Optimization of production 

When is a conveyor upgrade actually a downgrade? 

When greater production is needed to meet rising demand or when lower quality raw 
materials require more tons to be processed per unit of output to retain the same level of 
production , many operators simply speed up the conveyor. Rather than increasing capacity 
as intended, speeding up the conveyor often results in reduced capacity, because changes 
in the trajectory of the discharged material can cause build up and clogging of hoppers or , 
chutes, leading to unscheduled downtime. 

Author: 
R. Todd Swinderman, CEO Emeritus, Martin Engineering, Neponset/USA 
www. martin-eng. com 

More tonnage means more carryback, dust and spillage, degrad
ing workplace safety and increasing labor costs for clea nup. 
Greater volume and weight could also require a more powerful 
drive, w hich may weigh more, requiri ng stru ctural changes and 
potentially additional space, limiting access for maintenance. 

As bulk hanciJing engineers, operators and maintenance me
chanics make undocumented or unproven changes, over time, 
the conveyor operation and physical characteristics can morph 
th e system. In some cases, the proper answer to the qu estion , 
"Can we increase capacity on the existing conveyor?" should 
be "No, we need to start over." 

Original design 

Prior to the modification of a conveyor, engineers recommend 
verifYing that the current system is operating in an environment 
and on an application for which it was originally designed. T he 
existing conveyor may have been repurposed over the years by 
modi fYing chutes, adding feed points or changing the slope to 

accommodate process changes. In situati ons where the convey
ors are many decades old, the original design specifications and 
drawings could be incomplete or lost. 

Conveyor design is an iterative process. Purchasing a conveyor 
at the lowest capital cost is generally accompanied by signifi-
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cant design compromises . Even if it matches previous conveyor 
structures, the design is likely to use the maximum loading 
capacity on the narrowest belt traveling at the maximum speed 
for the raw material, while meeting only the minimum safety 
standards and codes. 

When sold on lowest price, the supplier's goal is to win the 
low bid and make it through the warranty period witho ut 
costly rectifications. If the goal was to design a conveyor with 
the lowest cost of ownership over its intended life, it was likely 
designed with less than maximum loading, a slightly wider belt 
and the capacity to run at a reasonable speed, while exceed-

Adjustments in belt speed and load 
volume should be accompanied by an 
in-depth assessment of the system 

ing rn.inimum safety standards and code requirements. The best 
practice is to re-establish the original design intent and compare 
it to the existing conveyor. 

Conveyor technology changes over time, particularly in belt
ing and calculation methods . Until the 1980s, without the aid 
of computers and design software, conveyors were designed 
using hand calculations and experience. It's amazing how many 
conveyor designers still use the 1977 5'" edition (or earlier) of 
the Conveyor Equipment Manufacturers Association (CEMA) 
design guide Belt Conveyors for Bulk Solids, which relies on 
research from the 1940s [1]. The 6'" edition indicated that the 
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1 Simplified Conveyor Iterative Design Flow Chart. This graphic 
might show the iterative design intent more clearly 

hand calculation method was an inaccurate predictor of the ac
tual power needed for proper conveying. T he most recent 7th edi
tion requires predicting power within -0 to + 10% of actual. Much 
research and development fo r conveyor power requirements has 
taken place, resulting in several low-cost design software options 
(Fig. 1) 

Upgrade design 
First, define the problem the conveyor upgrade plan is trying to 
solve. It may seem obvious, but a lack of understanding fo r the 
primary reason(s) for an upgrade could cause specifiers to address 
symptoms rather than root causes. T he new design might not 
address the primary need for a performance upgrade. 

For example, if the chutes are plugging or there is spillage, then it 
m.ight not be a conveyor issue, but instead an operator or mainte
nance issue. If the problem is belt damage, mistrack.ing or tripping 
the breakers, it may be due to misal.ignment of the structu re and 
idlers. Surge loading the conveyor in an attempt to catch up for 
lost time spent clean.ing could resul t in more spillage. 

The bulk material 
Another critical early step in an upgrade proj ect is understand
ing the physical properties of the material handled. Knowledge 
of properties such as solid density, bulk density and particle dis
tribution are crucial to a well-designed conveyor. Original test 
results for the material are likely out of date due to changes in 
th e sources and variations in the extracted raw cargo over time. 

2 Curtains on the tail box can control the bouncing and rollback of round cargo 
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Discrete Element M odeling (DEM) so ftware programs help 
model the flow of bulk solids thro ugh chutes and onto con
veyors. Laboratories can perform the tests, or operators can 
conduct their own basic tests using the informati on in the 
CEMA publicati on,ANSIICEMA Standard 550- Classifica 
tion and D efinitions of Bulk M aterials. 

Component standardization 

TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS 
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It is usually desirable to try to use belting, ic!J ers and oth er 
components that are available elsewhere at the site or are 
common supplier stock items. This may not always be pos
sible, but the capital cost alone should not force a less than 
optimum design solution. Because increased tonnage might 
escalate idler loads, rolling components may require a higher 
load capacity to obtain an acceptable life. Consider the life 
cycle costs of your design and component selecti ons. 

. ., 
~-............................................. ~ 

CEMA Standard Belt Edge fB ~· ~ 
Distance Recommendations -~·--· -·2 < 

.. ------------------------------------~ @ Loading and transition 

One of the biggest contributors to belt damage and the release 
of fu gitive materials is loading the conveyor before the belt is 
fully troughed, called "loading on the transition ." 

Loading on the transition best practices: 
If space permits, recti fY the loading so it starts at the second 
fully troughed idler. 
Vertical curves, if properly designed, are not an issue, but 
the design calculations need to be verified if the belting or 
tonnage changes. 
U sing bend pulleys for convex curves rather than a spaced 
array of trou ghing idlers should be avo ided, because it is 
often a source of spillage. 
Diverter plows and other devices, which tend to force the 
belt to one side or the other, should be located w here the 

3 CEMA standard belt edge distance recommendations 

belt has enough distance fo r returning to running centered 
in the idlers. 

• When loading round particles or operating in wet environ
ments, a belt incline of 5° or less will help create a mass 
that prevents rolling or fluid cargo from flowing backward 
toward the tail pulley. T he best practice is to load horizon
tally and then transition into the slope. 

• For round shaped materi al, consider installing curtains 
along the slope to knock down bouncing particl es and 
allow them to form into a stable profil e. 

Belt width and trough angle 

The trough angle is initially selected based on experi ence or 
the existing idlers for standardization. Belt width is selected 

4 Comparison of capacity increase by changing idler trough angle (1200 mm wide belt and 20° surcharge angle) 

Trough Angle 
3- Equal Roll 
Idler 

CEMA 100% 
Cross-Sectional 
Area (m3) 

Increase in 
Cross-sectional 
Area from 

Increase in 
Cross-sectional 
Area from 
20°Trough 
Angle 

Increase in 
Cross-sectional 
Area from 
35° Trough 
Angle 

Flat Belt 

Flat Belt 0.064 

0.132 106% 

0.168 163% 27% 

0.181 183% 37% 8% 

i 
~---------------------------------------------- ~ Capacity increase by changing idler trough angle - marlin® ~ 

1200 mm wide belt and 20 degree surcharge angle engmeermg ~ 
.................................................................... @ 
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5 Raising belt speeds and volumes have consequences for transfer 
chutes and cleanup 

by calcularing rhe cross-secrional area of rhe bulk marerial by 
assuming a rroughing angle, an idler wirh 3 eq ual roll lengths 
an d th e surcharge angle, lump size and flowability of th e bulk 
solid being handled. There are two important cross-sectional 
areas to consider, CEMA 100 % full and full edge-to-edge. 
The 100 % full area is based on a standard belt edge required 
to prevent spillover between idlers as the belt sags on th e car
rying run. The full edge-to-edge loading is used to calcul ate 
the maximum potential load on the stru cture. The best prac
tice is to select the belt w idth based on 85 % of the CEMA 
100 % cross-sectional area to allow for surge loads, off-center 
loadin g or normal rnistracki ng (Fig. 3) 

6 Mistracking allowance + sealing system allowance x 2 = skirtboard width 

If th e upgrade is to prevent spillage from m.istracking, it may 
be possible to use a non-standard belt width, because the wing 
lengths of most trough.ing idlers allow more room than what 
is considered acceptable for mistracking belts. It may also be 
possible to change the standard trough angle or use a custom 
designed idler to allow for more cross-sectional area. Two com
mon techniques can be incorporated into a new or complete 
conveyor design to make future upgrades less costly. 

The first technique is changing the trough angle of the idlers 
to raise the capacity by increasing the cross-sectional area . In 
new designs, consider using 20°-idlers. Upgrading to 35°-idlers 
is a 27% increase in cross sectional area, and going from 20- to 
a 45°-trough angle is a 37 % increase. Although 35°-idlers are 
fairly standard, it is important to note that for retrofit upgrades, 
going from 35- to 45°-idlers is only an 8 %cross-sectional area 
increase (Fig. 4). 

The second common technique for new construction is to design 
the structure for the next wider belt widtl1 and use CEMA wide
base idlers. The mounting dimensions of the wide-base idlers 
allow for a future replacement with a wider belt. For example, 
if the structure for the 1200 rru11 wide belt and 20°-surcharge 
angle usi ng 35°-trough idlers was designed for wide base idlers, 
th e belt width could be increased to 1400 rru11, resulting in a 
33% capacity increase with the same trough angle and belt speed. 
Changing from a 35°- to 45°-trough angle and the wider belt and 
idlers would result in a 90 % increase in cross-sectional area. This 
method is not ofi:en used, because th ere is resistance to increasing 
capital cost for a wider and higher load-bearing structure, higher 
material mass and larger drive. H owever, it is an excellent approach 
if there is an el\.'pectation of increasing capacity in the fi.1ture. 

1,~~-- SKIRTBOARD WIDTH 
Belt Width - 2 X (Mistracking +Sealing System Allowances) 

"" c: 
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c: ·o;, 
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c: 
'e 
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Determining Conveyor Skirtboard Width • marlin" 
engmeermg 

.............................................................................. ~ 
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Belt speed 

CEMA provides some guidance on belt speeds fo r di ffe rent 
classes of material in chapter 4 of Belt Conveyors fo r Bulk 
M aterials 7'h Edition. Ge nerally, a wider belt operating at a 
lower speed will reduce fu gitive material release, since th e po
tential for fu gitive material release is directly proportional to 
belt speed and capacity. T he lower CEMA recommended belt 
speeds should be used in the first iterati on of the design. Then 
additional iterations can be tried by changing the belt width , 
trough an gle and belt speed to arrive at a reasonable solution. 

Discharge chute 

For a capacity increase, the discharge chute w ill need close re
view. The traj ectory path should be plotted so that the stream of 
material impacting th e chute does not crea te a situation where 
th ere is zero o r negative vertical velocity on impact with the 
chute. If the material can stay suspended at the impact locati on, 
it will increase the chance ofbuildup and blockage of the chute. 
If the angle or liner is changed, it must not create a slow fl ow 
situation w here material backs up and accumulates in the chute. 
The discharge chute cross secti onal area should be a minimum 
of 4 times th e cross-sectional area of the loose bulk solid . 

Receiving chute 

The design of th e loadin g chute and skirtboards requires close 
attention to detail to minimize fu gitive material release. CEMA 
uses 2/ 3 of the belt width for the inside dimension of the load
ing chute skirtboards, regardl ess of belt width . Idler fouling 
and spillage can happen w hen uneven loading causes the belt 
to drift to such a degree that there is an opening bet\'.reen th e 
inside of the chute wall and th e edge of the belt where mate
rial can escape. Best prac tice in design considers the amount of 
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allowable mistrackin g plus the thickness of the sealing system 
to determin e the distance from th e edge of the belt to the 
outside of the skirtboards as the minimum dimension on each 
side (Fig. 6). 

Maintenance access 

If yo u upgrade yo ur capacity but can 't access it for mainte
nance o r cl eanin g, w hat have you accomplished? This detail 
is often overlooked. Any upgrade plan should include work 
platforms and upgraded access . M ake sure all the old piping 
conduits and unnecessary structures are removed . Eva luate 
guarding and lightin g to make inspec ti ons easier and more 
ac~ura te. Provide the necessary power, compressed air or vac
uum utilities needed fo r maintenance o r cleaning. 

Conclusion 

There can be a large benefit to upgrading when th e entire sys
tem design is considered. There should be an expectation of in
creased productivity. Additional benefits should include reduced 
fu gitive material release by improved passive dust control and 
belt cleaning, saving on maintenan ce time due to improved ac
cess and a reduction in safety incidents du e to redu ced cl eanup 
and maintenance-fri endly changes (2]. 

[1] Belt Conveyors for Bulk Solids, 7'" edition, Conveyor Equipment 
Manufac turers Association, 2014 

[2] Foundations for Conveyor Safery, Martin Engineering, 2010, 
chapters 31-34, 2016 

7 Having safe and available access to components in the original design is part of conveyor safety best practices 
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